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HISTORY
OF
KEWANEE MACHINERY & CONVEYOR CO.

The history of the Kewanee Machinery &: Conveyor Company began in 191?
when Wallace D. Glidden became interested in a Seed Corn Hanger with
his father-in-law, George Hurff.

Wallace Glidden worked as secretary

to Mr. B. F. Baker, Treasurer of the Kewanee Boiler Co. and he inter
ested Mr. Baker in Seed Corn Hangers to the extent that they formed
a partnership known as the Kewanee Corn Hanger Co.

In those days every farmer prepared his own seed corn since this was
before the day of the present hybrid corn.

Each fall, after corn

picking, farmers selected some of their best looking ears of corn
and then dried them through the winter to use the following spring
as seed corn.

For this drying operation, the farmers needed some

sort of rack to hold the ears to permit maximum air circulation and
drying.

This device was the Kewanee Corn Hanger.

It was simple and

quick to make and it didn't take very much equipment to get started.
Two operations on a punch press split and bent 6 or 8 fingers sticking
out in opposite directions from a flat steel bar.

It looked a' little like

the backbone of a fish with the smaller bones still attached.

The

selected ears of corn were forced on to the projecting fingers, then
the rack was hung up to dry.
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The first shop was set up in a building just off Tremont Street facing the
railroad track, directly east of the present Police Department.

The Seed

Corn Hanger was simple but satisfactory and sales went so well that
in 1914 additional personnel was required. Mr. Baker and Wallace Glidden
already had responsible positions at the Kewanee Boiler Company and
the growing company was continuously demanding more and more of
their attention.

R. B. Glidden, Wallace's younger brother, left his employ

ment at the Kewanee Private Utilities Co. , to run the new company and
the original partnership was changed to a corporation under the same name.
At about the same time, Mr. F. G. Kreidler was brought into the company
and handled records and shipping.

The first officers for the new corporation

were B. F. Baker, President; R. B. Glidden, Secretary, and W. D. Glidden,
H

Treasurer.

The modest amount of capitalization was provided almost

entirely by Mr. Baker.

In the next few years, the corporation did some small war work jobs
and added several small pieces of farm equipment to its line, among
which was a Hog Oiler and a Chicken Waterer.

With this expanded

line, the company contracted as a supplier for several small catalog
houses specializing in farm distribution and for several years continued
to sell its products in this manner.

As the business grew and the newer

products gained ill importance, the company name was changed to the
Kewanee Implement Company in 1916.

In the early 19Z0's, several significant changes took place in the
operation of the new company.

Wallace Glidden, one of the original

J
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partners, died of a heart attack and was deprived of the pleasure of seeing
his original company continue to grow.

Negotiations were completed in 1922 with the Hart Grain Weigher Go.
in Peoria for purchase of its line of Portable and Bucket Type Elevators.
This product was the biggest job ever undertaken by the company and
additional personnel was required.

A plant superintendent, Daniel

Bauer, was hired and new officers were elected.

Mr. Baker continued as

President; Mr. Bauer became Vice President, and R. B. Glidden
became Secretary and Treasurer.
nu
Larger manufacturing space was needed, so the company moved to a
concrete block building on the corner of Commercial and Park Streets.
Several of the salesmen working for our predecessors in the corn
elevator business wanted to continue selling elevators, so they came
to work for us, thus beginning our sales force.

One of these salesmen

was later to become Sales Manager for the company and another lived
to be the best known implement salesman in Central Illinois, traveling
for us every day until he died in the early 1940's at the age of 85.
Mr. Baker took an active part in the decisions of this era and the
expansion was possible only through his continuing to invest additional
C^rnta.1 in

th
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Other new products were added in the 1920?s which also proved success
ful.

One of the new products was a Truck and Wagon Lift for dumping

truck or wagon loads of grain into the elevating pits of driveways
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of commercial elevators.

Briefly, the Truck and Wagon Lift was a

steel frame about 4' square and 6' high telescoped into another similar
frame.

These frames were installed under the elevator driveway floor

so that the top was flush with the driveway floor.

The front wheels

of a loaded vehicle were driven on to the top of the frames and a
10M diameter x 5' long air cylinder raised the inside frame, thus
lifting the front wheels of the loaded vehicle, dumping the grain out
of the tail gate into the elevator pit.

About this time the company also obtained manufacturing and selling
rights to a renewable liner type loading spout used’by commercial
elevators for loading carloads of grain out of their storage building.
Both products were well received by the commercial grain industry
and business on them increased steadily.

During this period, a local inventor, Lon Keeler, interested Mr. Baker
in a mechanical Corn Picker, the first of its kind.

It would pick two

rows of corn at a time and do it much faster than hand picking.
Mr. Keeler had experimented for several years and had made a Picker
which would actually pick corn.

Mr. Baker immediately saw the tremendous

possibilities in such a machine and made an agreement with Mr. Keeler
for manufacturing and selling the Corn Picker.

Mr. Keeler had several

basic patents on his Corn Picker design but the design needed additional
experimental work and was not quite ready to be marketed.
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The Picker mounted on a Fordson tractor by bolting a long rearward
tongue of the Picker beneath the tractor.

The two front wheels of

the tractor were then removed and the steering was accomplished by
steering two larger wheels on the Picker while the operator stood
on a platform mounted on the Picker.

Extensions for the tractor

clutch, brake and throttle were run forward to the platform on the
Picker.

The Picker mechanism was operated by a belt from the

tractor belt pulley run forward by a large pulley on the Picker.

Judged

by modern standards, the Fordson was huge in size but small in power
and when the Picker was attached to the Fordson, it became a huge
and awesome looking implement.

The Picker and the tractor together

weighed so much that on a rough road, they would almost collapse of
their own weight.

On dry, hard ground the Picker worked fairly well

between breakdowns but on even slightly wet ground, they would mire
axle deep in mud.

After one test run in a muddy field, it was apparent

the machine was not ready for market.

Test and rebuild was the

program for several years and oldtimers around the plant recall that
more time was spent pulling the Picker out of the mud than in corn
picking.

In the late 1925's, after much experimenting and rebuilding, a few
Pickers were sold to farmers living on high ground near Kewanee and
they worked fairly well.

In 1926, however, we regretfully had to give

the Picker up and we sold out our interests to a small implement
manufacturer in Northern Illinois who incidentally never did get
much further with it than wTe did.

We would never have given up on
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it if our financial affairs had permitted our continuing to experiment.
At thattime, however, we were employing fewer than 75 people and it
was just too much of a financial burden in material and labor to build
experimental Pickers and have 5 or 6 employees spend all of their
time on this unproductive work.

When we were experimenting with

Pickers, had as much been known as is now known about alloy steel,
high strength cast iron and fabrication by welding , we probably would
have had the first successful Corn Picker on the market.

When

Mr. Keeler's patents on the Picker ran out several years ago, most all
Pickers were following his original design.

During this period in the 1920's, we dropped several miscellaneous
farm equipment items and concentrated on Elevators, Truck Lifts,
and Renewable spouts.
was slow but steady.

These were good years for the company and growth
By 1926 we had completely filled the building on

Commercial Street and a new building, our present one, was started
in the west end addition.

When we moved into the new building in 1927, it was twice as large
as we needed and there was almost enough room left over for another
company of equal size.

By this time the Corn Hanger business was

beginning to disappear since Corn Hangers never wore out and farmers
in the Northwest were becoming interested in a new type of corn
called hybrid corn for which they were not able to grow the seed.
With all the extra space available, we started looking around for other
products and in 1930 at a bankruptcy sale in Chicago, we bought
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the assets of the National Coal Conveyor Co.

We moved all of the

equipment and inventory to Kewanee, leaving only a sales office in
Chicago.

More capital was added to the company and the name was

changed to Kewanee Machinery & Conveyor Company.

About the time we got started on Coal Conveyors, the depression set
in in earnest.

These were black years for a small growing business

which had just expanded to its largest point.

Old shipping records

indicate that in the whole year of 1930, we did not ship as much
merchandise as we now ship in a day.
1930's brought near disaster.

The first few years of the

Many hardships were encountered by

all employees and stockholders found it necessary to readjust
capitalization to keep the company solvent.

In the mid 1930's

business gradually picked up and we got started again producing Corn
Elevators, Coal Conveyors and Truck Lifts of the old under-the-floor
type. A new type Truck Lift, powered by electricity and operated in
the manner of an overhead crane, was added to the line.

Better roads and better trucks meant more grain coming to market by
truck each year and the truck loads were gradually getting larger.
In some areas where large commercial elevator storage was available,
truck loads were so large that the conventional type Truck Lift
would not handle the larger tractor trailer loads of grain.

At this

time we designed and built the first Universal Platform Dumper for
handling tractor trailer loads of grain.

It was a steel platform

32' long x 10' wide which was mounted on a scale in the elevator
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driveway.

The platform was hinged at one end and a 16” diameter x

10' long telescoping air cylinder at each side of the platform tilted
it up, thus dumping the grain out of the trailer into the elevator
pit.

With this type of equipment, it was possible for a truck to

drive on the platform, be weighed with the full load to be dumped
and then be weighed empty.

This type of equipment was an immediate

success and large grain processors and terminal elevators were very
much interested in it.

In the following years, it grew to become a

major part of our business.

With these products, the company continued to grow.
its President and co-founder, B. F. Baker, died.

In late 1939,

Mr. Baker's primary

interest and the greater part of his time had always been spent at
the Kewanee Boiler Company.

For all of the years of our company,

however, he had provided the capital and the overall guidance for
the company.

Mr. Baker's passing was deeply felt in company plans

and in company operation.

After Mr. Baker's death, R. B. Glidden was elected President and
Treasurer, Mrs. E. C. Brooks, his daughter, was Vice President and
Daniel Bauer was Secretary.

Before Mr. Baker's death, we had begun

negotiations for the purchase of a new type spike tooth harrow made
in Peoria.

After Mr. Baker’s death, his widow, Mrs. Baker and

Mrs. Brooks decided the company should continue operations as before
and the new harrow business was purchased and moved to Kewanee a few
months later.

This harrow was a new design in spike tooth harrows
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embodying a folding evener so that 22' harrow would fold to go
through a 12' farm gate.

Another big feature was the use of a

welded harrow tooth instead of the conventional bolted or clamped
on tooth.

1940 was our first season in the Spike Tooth Harrow

business and the company officers were gratified with the sales on
the Harrow in its first year.

In 1941 expansion plans for the new harrow were stopped by World War
II.

War time material restrictions cut implement production to almost

nothing in late 1941 and early 1942, so very few corn elevators and
practically no harrows could be produced.

Coal Conveyors were well

rated as essential civilian goods and many of them we^e bought for
training camps and other military bases.

Truck Lifts, Dumpers and

Spouts received special consideration and we were able to continue
on a limited scale.

As our part of the war effort, we produced 37 mm

high explosive projectiles for Army Ordinance.

From mid 1942 to February

1944, we produced over a million projectiles and when our third con
tract ran out in February 1944, we were awarded the Army-Navy El for
our efforts.

Material restrictions were gradually being removed

and production on Elevators, Spike Tooth Harrows, Coal Conveyors,
Truck Lifts, Universal Dumpers and Renewable Spouts commenced in
good volume again.

Due to the war time low production on Elevators and Spike Tooth Harrows,
the post-war demand was so great that our production couldn't keep up
with our orders, so in 1946 we started putting up another building

»<0r
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that would double our shop floor space.

In addition, we greatly ex

panded all of our production facilities but we still were not able to
keep up with our sales.

In 1947 our long time superintendent and Secretary, Mr. Bauer, died.
Up to the time of his death, he had been the company's only super
intendent and had guided its shop activities for almost 25 years.

Because of the increasingly large sales on Elevators and Spike Tooth
Harrows, the company decided to further expand production on these
products and to concentrate all of our production and sales efforts
on them.

The first step in this direction was to sell our Coal Con

veyor business in late 1949.

This made available more manpower and

more plant facilities for our remaining products and implement pro
duction moved up to a new high for us.

In 1950 we started producing what has become the most talked of im
plement in the industry, the Wheel-Mounted Disk Harrow.

A small manu

facturer, H. E. Cooper, in Rochelle, Illinois, after several years
of experimenting, had designed and produced 50 Wheel Mounted Disk
Harrows the preceding season.

After watching the Disk Harrow operate,

~we thought we saw tremendous possibilities in it, possibilities beyond
the physical capacity of Mr. Cooper's shop.

We made an agreement with

him in early 1950 and in the fall of 1950, we began producing and
selling the new type Disk Harrow.
beyond our wildest hopes.

Its success was immediate and far
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On the last day of 1950, our company President, R. B. Glidden, died.
He had been at the helm of the company during most of its troublesome
times and any success that the company has achieved or may achieve
in the future, will be a tribute to the time and effort he spent in making
a firm foundation for the company.

The demand for Elevators and Harrows continued strong and the demand
for the new Wheel Mounted Disk was unbelievably large.

In order to

continue concentrating on implements, we decided to sell our Truck
Lift, Dumper and Spout line, giving us more capital and working space
for implements.

This line was sold in 1952 and was completely moved
i

out, thus leaving us producing solely farm implements.

Our present product line consists of Farm Elevators, Spike Tooth
Harrows, Wheel Mounted Disk Harrows, Wagon Gears and the new Wheel
Mounted Mulcher.

At the present time we employ about 140 workers in our two buildings.
In addition, we have about 60 in our office personnel, including shop
foremen and territory salesmen.

Last year was a record year for us.

Our products are sold by eleven salesmen working out of this office
covering Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and Southern Wisconsin and Southern
Minnesota.

We have about 1500 active farm implement dealer accounts.

Two additional salesmen are used to contact 12 implement distributors
and 2 manufacturer's agents in United States, and 3 distributors in
Canada.

Our products are §old in the better farming areas east of
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the Rocky Mountains but our best markets (approximately 85%) are here in
the Corn Belt.

We are now in what might be called the second generation of management.
None of the founders and only one of the early employees are left.

Our

present management consists of G. V. Armstrong, in charge of
accounting, who has been with us since 1943; J. J. Boylan, in charge
of purchasing, who has been with us since 1946;

R. A. Beranek, assistant

to the Sales Manager, who has been with us since 1949; J. H. Fulper,
in charge of engineering, who has been with us since 1936; F. G. Kreidler,
in charge of repairs and service, who has been with us since 1915;
Ray Wynn, Plant Superintendent, who has been with us since 1955;
Dean E. Glidden, in charge of sales, who has been with us since 1941,
and Robert L. Glidden, General Manager, who has been with us since
1937.

Dean E. Glidden serves as Secretary and Treasurer and

Robert L. Glidden serves as President.
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